JUX

TEAM | BREAKOUT

Create a focal haven for employees to take a
break and relax, hold impromptu meetings or work
collaboratively.
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JUX | BLURRING BOUNDARIES
A new semi private working environment, offering a juxtaposition of
colours and textures to create your personalised solo or collaborative
retreat, without the need for solid walls. With beautiful biophilic design
at the heart, boosting well-being whilst maintaining a high level of
functionality and flexibility.
The aluminium framed structure, available in a multitude of RAL colours,
facilitates many accessory options from acoustic panels and ‘barely
there’ acrylic panels to shelves, desktops and media options. Let loose
your imagination and build up your perfect space with the right level of
privacy for you.
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TEAM | LET’S MEET

Meet in style with striking, colourful aesthetics
juxtaposed with natural hanging, trailing plants.
Hangover planters can be positioned on any rail and
position you wish.
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JUX | SOLO CORRALS

Within the majority of workspaces, it is still important to have dedicated areas for
independent working, whether permanent or short term as a hot desk. Providing
a suitable space to work can be inferred differently for each user; whether
privacy and peace is key or a more open and involved approach, or perhaps the
functionality of adding personalisation with belongings. Whichever style may suit,
Jux with its contemporary, flexible design, can be adapted easily with changeable
accessories, such as acoustic or acrylic panels, and the ability to quickly hook-on
temporary items to set up the ideal workstation.

SOLO | MY ZONE

Bespoke and adaptable, made to fit the desired space,
down to the mm. Corrals and work booths can be
utilised as single booths or have shared walls in linear
configurations as well as back-to-back set ups.
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SOLO | LET’S FOCUS

Incorporating decorative panels, with their natural
acoustic properties, into the design can not only help
with visual privacy but also soften the noise levels to
help maintain focus.
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JUX | TEAM MEETING BOOTHS

Communication is a huge part of our working day, whether it is in an impromptu
meeting, a scheduled video conference or a quick team brainstorm. Having a
designated, inviting area for meetings encourages organic collaboration.
The flexibility within Jux allows you to tailor the booth to your requirements with
not only the footprint, but a choice on integrated seating, desktops, shelves, TV
and power facilities as well as acoustic, whiteboard or acrylic panels to create a
comfortable level of privacy. Introducing hanging planters as an accessory is a
great method to promote well-being and invoke innovation.

TEAM | LET’S GET TECHNICAL

Designated media posts are incorporated to support the
TV bracket and provide cable management for power
leads. Desktop power modules can provide the ideal plug
and play scenario offering, power, twin charge, HDMI and
data.
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TEAM | LET’S COLLABORATE
Creating the perfect environment for natural
collaboration is not as easy as it first sounds. Taking
away solid walls creates open and inviting spaces
feeling more spacious and less enclosed. This
openness is often in turn reflected in the meeting.
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JUX | team BREAKOUT

Workspace design is more than creating a functional, dynamic environment,
it is also about creating a space to inspire, entice and retain employees. With
domestic and commercial interiors beginning to blur more, breakout areas are
becoming a popular choice.
Jux can create an infinite amount of breakout products, with a little imagination it
can be developed into meeting spaces, relaxation areas or storage and featured
display areas. Pairing a stripped back industrial aesthetic with the framework, a
burst of colour alongside biophilic design and naturally finished materials like
plywood and PET creates a desirable area.

BREAKOUT | GET INSPIRED

Bring the outdoors in for a sense of escapism with the
jungle ceiling, paired with beautiful hemp rope lights and
statement LED twisted filament lamps.
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JUX | EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN

Zoning shouldn’t just be about walls; Jux is designed to allow natural light into
the space, whilst creating a functional area. Design driven by enhancing the user
experience through organic materials and a juxtaposition of textures, Jux can offer a
number of features:
☐ Incorporate soft seating with specially shaped lumbar foam backs for comfort
and posture.
☐ 12mm PET acoustic panels made from 100% PET fibre of which 50% is derived
from recycled plastic bottles.
☐ Hanging and hook-over planters for low maintenance trailing plants to bring
outside in and spiral down aluminium uprights.
☐ Plywood or MFC shelves, in a variety of finishes, designed and shaped to fit.

JUX | CEILING RAILS

Slatted ceiling rails can be incorporated to
visually enclose the space. Either left plain to
allow lots of natural light or covered in foliage to
create a softer, calmer sanctuary.
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JUX | ROPE LIGHTS

Create sensory stimulation with hemp rope
lights with quirky spiral filament LED bulbs. The
organic, natural finishes complement the living
planters and recycled acoustic panels for a
sustainable design.
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TEAM | CHANCE ENCOUNTER

Having a desirable destination to have breaks
strengthens bonds between the team and often
encourages natural meetings and innovation.
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SOLO | INDIVIDUAL SANCTUARY

The open rail design allows plenty of natural light for
a well-lit work area, and the addition of plants brings
you closer with nature, boosting positivity and wellbeing.
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JUX

| FINAL TOUCHES

1

2
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CORNER BRACKETS
Featured corner
brackets available in a
contrasting colour

SEATING
Add beautifully
upholstered bench or
corner seating

ACRYLIC PANELS
Panels can be fitted
between two rails either
plain or with cut outs

ACOUSTIC PANELS
Panels can be fitted
between two rails either
plain or with cut outs

TV BRACKET & POST
Add a TV bracket and
cable management post

DESKTOPS & SHELVES
Add desktops or shelves
in a variety of finishes to
the layout

POWER
Power & media units can
be added to desktops,
seats & shelves

HANGING PLANTS
Hanging plants can hook
onto rails at various
heights

LIGHTS
Hemp rope lights with
LED filament bulbs can
be used with ceiling rails

CEILING RAILS
Slatted ceiling rails can
be added to use with
forest ceiling or rope
lights

FOREST CEILING
Escape with a living or
artificial forest ceiling
with trailing planters
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COLOURED CORNER BRACKETS
Choose from the 6 RAL colours

2

BLACK MFC SHELVES
Shelves available in 18mm MFC

3

ACRYLIC PANELS
Available in multiple sizes and patterns

4
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FINISHES | FRAMEWORK & BRACKETS
SILVER

WHITE

BLACK

GRAPHITE

CORAL

SAGE

BLACK MFC DESKTOP
Desktops available in 25mm MFC
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1

COLOURED CORNER BRACKETS
Choose from the 6 RAL colours

2

ACOUSTIC PANELS
Available in multiple sizes and patterns

3

SEATING
Corner or bench with lumbar support backs

4

ROPE LIGHTING
Available as single or a cluster of 5

5

FOREST CEILING
Living or artificial trailing plants wrapped around rails

6

TV POST
TV bracket with cable management post

7

HANGING PLANTERS
Hook over planters or hanging plants available

8

PLYWOOD SHELVING
Shelves available in 18mm plywood
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